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Tulips

Tip: Make your own wafer glue by blitzing some wafer paper, add ½ tsp of the dust to 40ml of boiled
cooled water, leave overnight to thicken. It will turn gloopy like wallpaper paste. It’s worth doing as using

glue you are less likely to overwet the wafer paper. Will keep for a week stored in the fridge.

22g, 26, 28g, white wire
Wafer paper
Wafer paper glue
A small amount Flower paste to make the
centres
Dusts: pale yellow, burgundy, pale green,
your choice of colour for the petals (I have
used pink & peony pink)
Dipping solution or clear alcohol
Kitchen paper
Green florist tape

Materials
Spray mister
Petal template
Plastic spoons
Foam pad
Scissors or craft knife
Dresden tool,
Ball tool
Cell pin or narrow paintbrush handle
Toothpick or scribe tool
Brushes for dusting & glue application

Tools



Use the rectangles and wafer paper glue to sandwich the 26g wire along the length,
this will help form the core of the tulip petal. Trim to a form a pointed triangle, trim
corners at the base, set aside to dry.  Keep separated as they will stick together until
fully dry.

Cut wafer paper into squares just larger than your template
Stack your squares all the same way up. So that all the dull or shiny sides face the
same way.
You can cut around 4 pieces at a time, using small scissors or a craft knife. You will
need 12 pieces for each tulip you want to make.

Make the petal pieces

 
Make your template using a tulip

petal cutter or download print the
template pdf. 

To compliment the video

Make one piston for each tulip.
The piston should be just under ½
the length of your template.
Add thin sausage of paste to the
22 g wire.

Make the Piston

Cut rectangular pieces of wafer paper,
2/3rds the length of your cutter or
template

Make the core for each tulip

Pinch out the top to fan outward to form a circular platform.
Cut or divide into three sections.
Pinch each section to flatten, pinch tip to a point.
Use scribe or toothpick to mark the centre of each tip lengthwise.
Curl each tip out and downward.
Leave to dry.



Make the stamen 
your stamen should be just under ½ the length of your petal template, you will need
6 per tulip.
Add very small amount of paste to cone to the 28g wire, taper to the point of the
wire
Flatten slightly at the base and leave to dry.
Once dry, make a tiny barley shaped bead 
Take the dried stamen base and insert the wire into the back of the barley shaped
bead, so that it sits at an angle
Use a scribe or toothpick to mark a central line, leave to dry

Assembling the stem and centre
take the piston and attach a length of green floral tape to the wire
add your stamens – six for each flower evenly around the piston and tape securely
after each addition
wind the remaining tape down the stem

 

 

https://vimeo.com/507540345
https://vimeo.com/507540345


Place a petal piece rough side up, use the brush to give a very very light coating of
wafer glue
Place the prepared wire along petal, the pointed end of the petal piece is the base,
hold in place while placing another petal on top, rough side up.
Place onto a foam pad shiny side up
Use your Dresden tool to gently mark a ‘V’ the core of the petal
Turn over the wired petal so that you are working on the rough side, use a ball tool
to gently seal and soften the edges
On the rough side of the assembled petal, use Dresden tool to gently vein the petal
in an outward fan movement from both sides of the core, moving upward and
outward to the edge. This will help with the shaping and dusting of your petal.
While your petal is still slightly damp, place the base into a spoon and gently curve
the wire and smooth the base into the spoon
Place another spoon on top and with the petal held between the two spoons, use a
cell pin or paintbrush handle to gently curl both sides of the petal from side to the
tip around the sides of the spoon
Leave to dry sitting in the spoon. 

Assembling and forming your petals. Each petal must be assembled, veined and
shaped while it is still damp. You will need 6 per tulip. It is important to a keep the petal
pieces rough side up during the assembly, if the rough sides are placed facing each
other the wafer paper will distort while drying out. 

Dust the tulip centre with pale yellow dust,
dust the tips of the stamen burgundy or the
deepest colour you intend to use on your
petals. I used peony pink. 
Dust the petals you will need pale green,
two or three shades of your chosen colours.
There are so many varieties and colours of
tulip, chose one you like for inspiration. I am
using pink and peony pink along with the pale
green. You can add white dust to darker
shades to lighten them if you wish.



Tulips have 3 inner petals and 3 outer
petals.
Attach the 3 inner petals one at a
time with green tape around the
prepared stem, wind the remaining
tape down the stem.
Attach the remaining 3 petals taping
securely, so that they sit on the
outside of the join on the inner petals,
wind the remaining tape down the
stem. 
Your petals will still look quite dull and
pale in colour, until you set the colour,
steaming will deform your petals, so
we paint them with dipping solution
or clear alcohol to lift and blend the
colour. 
Pour some dipping solution or clear
alcohol into an egg cup, dampen a
fluffy brush and remove any excess,
on kitchen paper
Brush the full length of your petals
inside & outside.
If you need to adjust the curve at
base of any petals, they will be slightly
pliable at this point. 

 
 

Assembly of your tulip. 

 
 

Back of each petal (smooth surface)
Pale pink line up the centre core
Small amount Pale green on either side of the pink line 
Pale pink dusting from the edge towards the centre and downward, following your
veining

Front or inside (rough surface)
Pale green from the base fanning into the petal
Pale pink dusting from the edges following your veining, blending to the green
Using your deepest colour, I used a fan shaped brush to give a feathery look.
On the front and back of your petal, start at the outer edges and blend into the pink
Use a flat brush to dust the edges of the petal 
Use fine pointed brush, to create random deep coloured striations following the
veining



Your petal tears when
veining – place on a foam
pad to cushion and use
less pressure

Your petal tears when
curling – the petal has
dried too much during
assembly, dampen with a
squeezed-out damp
brush or mist the edge to
soften then curl.

Your petal doesn’t hold its
shape or is pitted – too
much moisture used
when assembling the
petal or when washing
with dipping solution

Troubleshooting
 

Tulips have a thick stem, and you can emulate that by using strips of kitchen
paper to bulk out the stem
Cut a couple of 1cm wide strips and wind them tightly around your stem. 
Wind green florist tape tightly around the kitchen paper, when you reach the
bottom of the stem, wind the tape back upward to secure the stem. 



Petal Template


